We never know self-realization. We are two abysses -a well staring at the sky.
expect a comic's face to be eternally frozen in their glory days; think of the late movies of Laurel and Hardy or The Marx Brothers, where youthful elasticity and energy has given way to wrinkles and clichéd, plodding self-parody.
There is something oddly and deliberately anachronistic about the period in which Film is set. Beckett laconically and typically remarks, 'Period: about 1929. Early summer morning' (Beckett 1986, 324) . What exactly does 'about 1929' mean? This is a typical Beckettian elision. Let's not forget that 1929 was quite a year, with the first presentation of the Academy Awards (Keaton's 1929 movie, which didn't win any prizes, was Spite Marriage), and in October there was a little something down the road from the setting of Film called the Wall Street Crash. Yet, as readers of Beckett will know, many of his novels and plays are set in a comically unreal period between the wars, a world full of bicycles, bowler hats, dark suits, and whimsically anachronistic technology. The other salient feature about the period in which Film is set is that it is silent; well, almost silent apart from a 'sssh' in the opening scene. In the original project for Film, Beckett notes, 'Climate of Film comic and unreal'; and he adds that the Keaton character, 'should invite laughter throughout by his way of moving' (Beckett 1986, 323) . Is Film funny? It is certainly not very funny and one does not exactly fall about laughing watching it. As one of Beckett's characters in the Endgame remarks, 'Nothing is funnier than unhappiness, I'll grant you that' (Beckett 1986, 20) . We would do well to keep those words in mind as we watch Film.
The dramatic agon of Film is about 'the agony of perceivedness' (Beckett 1986, 324 ). There are a few minor characters in Film: an oddly antique couple with a man wearing a pince-nez and a woman carrying a lorgnon or eye-glass in the opening scene (the woman was originally meant to be carrying a monkey, but I guess no monkeys were available in Greenwich Village in 1964); there is also an old woman carrying flowers in the staircase scene, and some wonderful domestic animals in the scene in the room: a cat and dog, a parrot and a particularly handsome goldfish.
But the two main characters are E and O: Eye and Object. The Eye is the camera, so that throughout Film we are looking at the Object, or the Keaton character, through the eye of the Eye, as it were. The camera has subjectivity, indeed one might go pp. 108-121. <http Critchley, Simon (2007) ' To be or not to be is not the question -On Beckett's Film', vol. 11, no. 2: 110 further -and I will come back to this later -and add that the camera is subjectivity, or is one side of an essentially divided subjectivity. The drama of Film consists in E's pursuit of O, who is in flight from E. E perceives O and therefore what O is in flight from is being perceived as such, where perceivedness is experienced as an agony. In other words, visuality is agony, and what is in play in Film is the dramatic or cinematic agon of vision.
Although the main line of cinematic perception is E's view of O, the camera's perception of Keaton, there are also crucial moments in Film where O himself perceives others and, in the final scene, perceives E itself. More exactly, O perceives E and sees that O is E itself. Eye and Object, or perceiver and perceived, are the same, or two sides of the same split subjectivity. I will come back to this. The two lines of perception are technically distinguished with a filter, which gives a slightly blurry effect, like a muslin cloth.
II
What is Film about? Well, firstly, obviously and stupidly it is about Film. That is, it is concerned with the genre of Film itself, the nature of the cinematic medium. To this extent, there is not just a laconic economy or simplicity to Beckett's title, but also an arrogance, even a hybris: his one experiment with Film is a definition of the nature of the cinematic medium itself. Otherwise said, as Alain Badiou would put it, Beckett is concerned with the generic character of Film, or Film as a way of giving character to the generic. This concern with the generic is not unique to Film, and one might say that Beckett's work attempts definitions of each of the aesthetic genres with which it engages: the short story, the novel, radio, television and, of course, the play. Indeed, the piece of writing that precedes Film from 1963 is a play called Play, which has many similarities with Film, particularly on the theme of perceivedness. It ends with the line, 'Am I as much as…being seen'.
This concern with the generic character of Film as such, that is, with the nature of moving images, is something that Gilles Deleuze brings out in his writings on Beckett's Film. As far as I know, Deleuze discusses Film in two places: in a short and brilliant text from 1986, 'Le plus grand film Irlandais ("Film" de Beckett)' and a discussion in the first volume of his work on cinema, L'Image-mouvement, where it occupies an important transitional moment in the argument of the book (Deleuze 1998, 23-26; Deleuze 1986, 66-70 Critchley, Simon (2007) 'To be or not to be is not the question -On Beckett's Film', vol. 11, no. 2: 111 'general tendency of experimental cinema' (Deleuze 1986, 68) . These are the actionimage, the perception-image and the affection-image and they can be seen sequentially in each of the three scenes of Beckett's Film. With the action-image, Deleuze refers to the figure of O running along a wall, an image which is, Deleuze writes,'…the first cinematographic act' (Deleuze 1986, 67) . With the perception-image we see the character in the interior of the room being perceived from the back on both sides but never face-to-face; and finally, with the affection-image the camera turns around the room to face O (Deleuze was very interested in long full-face close-ups) and we witness the perception of the self by the self, pure affection or cinematic auto-affection, which culminates in the seeming death and immobility that we see at the end of Film. However, as every reader of Beckett knows, his protagonists rarely die, and it is in this inability to defines the essential trajectory of Beckett's work from the early novels to the late drama and prose pieces and which culminates in a cultivation of the soundless, voiceless image, is 'the world before man, before our own dawn…' (Deleuze 1986, 70) . It is here that I would like to mark a disagreement with Deleuze and in what follows I will offer a strongly divergent interpretation influenced by Levinas (Levinas 2003) .
Far from seeing Beckett's work as announcing 'the world before man', I see Beckett as constantly struggling with the irreducibility of the human world. There is no reduction of experience to a time before our dawn, but rather a deathless groping in our all-too-human twilight. I've always found this deathless groping as the source of 
III
Beckett's Film -and let us say Film as such in its generic character -is concerned with a clearly stated and compelling philosophical problem that derives from Berkeley's famous proposition esse est percipi, to be is to be perceived (see Berkeley 1975, 77-78) . One might ruminate much on the relation of Beckett to his seventeenth-century idealist compatriot. But in my view one can easily go awry by reading too much into the apparent philosophical sources of Beckett's work, many of which have their source in the seventeenth century, in particular the occasionalism of Geulincx and Malebranche, which exerted a powerful influence over the young Beckett and whom he studied carefully. There is a common fallacy that is oddly and sadly even more widespread amongst non-philosophers than philosophers, that art is somehow explained by philosophy. It is not. To be clear, I am not suggesting the cultivation of philosophical ignorance, as I might be seen as arguing myself out of a job. Yet, to interpret an artwork in terms of a pre-existing philosophical or conceptual grid is not to encounter an artwork, it is simply to confirm that pre-existing grid. It is to see through the artwork and not to see it. This problem is particularly acute in the case of Beckett, where his text is nicely littered, cluttered even, with philosophical allusions and passing references. In my view, one should treat these philosophical allusions as red herrings and one must tread carefully to avoid slipping on them. In a particularly irritable and slightly insouciant exchange in a 1961 interview with Gabriel D'Aubarède, Beckett notes: -Have contemporary philosophers had any influence in your thought? I never read philosophers. -Why not? I never understand anything they write. -All the same, people have wondered if the existentialists' problem of being may afford a key to your works. There's no key or problem. I wouldn't have had any reason to write my novels if I could have expressed their subject in philosophic terms (Knowlson 1996, 476 Esse est percipi All extraneous perception suppressed, animal, human, divine, self-perception maintains in being. Search of non-being in flight from extraneous perception breaking down in inescapability of self-perception (Beckett 1986, 323) . This is Beckett's cinematic variation on the Berkeleyan thesis: if to be is to be perceived, then both the things perceived and the perceiver are maintained in being through perception. Such is the philosophical position that is normally called empirical idealism, which Samuel Johnson famously sought to refute by kicking a stone. We are aware of things, of things perceived, and we are also aware of ourselves, we have self-awareness through self-perception. Now, what Beckett adds to this thesis is revealed in the second sentence of the above quotation: if self-perception is inescapable, then what we are searching for is an escape from self-perception. Beckett's thesis, if we may call it that, knowing that it is not the right word, is that human existence is defined by a search for non-being. Let's note in passing the curious inversion of Spinoza at work here: the human being is not defined by a conatus essendi, by a persistence or striving to maintain itself in being, but rather by a desire for non-being. This desire is displayed in a movement of flight or evasion from extraneous perception and from self-perception, a flight from both perceived objects and the self-perceived subject.
Yet, and this is the crucial complement to Beckett's thesis, this search for non- being, that is to say, the escape from being. Human existence, we might say, is defined by a movement of flight against that existence. That is, the movement or very kinesis of human existence is defined by a desire to escape the condition that defines our existence. Otherwise said, we are divided against ourselves by a desire that attempts to deny that which makes ourselves the selves that they are. Simply stated, we are a paradox.
Let us go back to Beckett's words: if existence is defined by a search for nonbeing and a movement of flight from extraneous perception, then this is impossible and the search breaks down in the inescapability of self-perception. Existence is irremissible and irresistible. Although we are defined by a flight against the agony of perceivedness, Critchley, Simon (2007) 'To be or not to be is not the question -On Beckett's Film', vol. 11, no. 2: 114 the melancholy conclusion is that we are stuck ineluctably with ourselves, that is, with self-perception. We are riveted to the fact of a subjectivity that is divided between Eye and Object, a division at the heart of the self that makes the self what it is and which maintains it in being for as long as self-perception persists. For Beckett, unlike Hamlet, to be or not to be is not the question. It is rather to be while wanting not to be, and this constitutes a fact to which we are answerable prior to any questioning. 'Beckett said, "Sorry, Professor, but I never thought of Hamlet when I invented this name". But Adorno insisted. And Beckett became a little angry…In the evening Adorno started his speech and, of course, pointed out the derivation of "Hamm" from "Hamlet"…Beckett listened very impatiently. But then he whispered in my ear -he said this in German but I will translate it into English -"This is the progress of science that professors can proceed with their errors"' (Knowlson 1996, 526 (Beckett 1986, 442) .
There is much in Beckett about the movement to and fro, between being and non-being, of being as being rocked, being lolled back and forth or up and down. In Krapp's Last Tape, the wizened, older character listens, as in Rockaby, to the recorded voice of a younger version of himself, who is both more hopeful and more idiotic. The portion of tape to which he listens repeatedly is an epiphanal moment with a lover while punting on a lake:
I lay down across her with my face in her breasts and my hand on her. We lay there without moving. But under us all moved, and moved us, gently, up and down, and from side to side (Beckett 1986, 221) .
At the core of Beckett's work is this movement to and fro, of a gentle rocking up and down; or, in the words of a slightly later dramaticule, of coming and going. Deleuze claims, but on a plane of paradox, movement to and fro, and self-division; the physical human plane rather than some metaphysical airplane. The essential thing is that we go on. As Beckett famously writes at the end of the Trilogy, 'you must go on, I
can't go on, I'll go on'; or again, at the beginning of Worstwood Ho!, 'Try again, fail again, fail better' (Beckett 1992, 101 have tried.' And again: 'I resume, so long as, so long as, let me see, so long as one, so long as he, ah fuck all that, so long as this, then that, agreed, that's good enough, I
nearly got stuck.' And again: 'There I am back at my old aporetics. Is that the word? I don't know' (Beckett 1979, 166) . Throughout Beckett's work, one is presented with a series of self-undoing, self-denying sentences, where the affirmation and its negation unharmoniously chime together to produce the effect of aporia. An aporia is a perplexity, a path that appears to be blocked or criss-crosses into a cul-de-sac, in which we run back and forth like the cat and dog in (Beckett 1979, 305) .
So, it is perfectly characteristic and inconsistently consistent of Beckett to take back in the third sentence what he appeared to advance in the first two sentences. Both the proposition and its negation are to be taken seriously, in a seriously comic sense.
Indeed, one might go a little further here and say that the essence of humour (if, indeed, it has an essence, or is not itself a sort of curse on all essences and essentialisation) consists in this movement of assertion and negation, this syntax of weakness that enacts the self-dividedness of the subject: for example, Groucho to Chico with his hand on his pulse, 'Either this man is dead or my watch has stopped'; Chico to Critchley, Simon (2007) 'To be or not to be is not the question -On Beckett's Film', vol. 11, no. 2: 118
Groucho, 'They won't believe me'; Groucho to Chico, 'They'll believe you when you start talking'.
Humour can only occur in a personality more or less consistently split into two parts, 'scindé en deux' (Noguez 2000, 20) Beckett was in his late twenties and Bion was a training analyst at the Tavistock Clinic.
Not much is known of the detail of the analysis, although James Knowlson produces some extraordinary testimony from Beckett, where he confesses that he found his analysis with Bion utterly engrossing and helped him with the chronic range of psychosomatic symptoms with which Beckett was suffering: panic attacks, cardiac arrhythmia, night sweats and general feelings of morbidity (you know, the usual sort of thing) (Knowlson 1996, 171-182) . There is also no doubt that analysis with Bion helped Beckett to overcome his pathological self-immersion and isolation and begin to connect with other people.
However, let me tell an anecdote in this connection. After giving a talk in London to a group of psychoanalysts many years ago, an elderly psychoanalyst said to me afterwards in the pub that Bion once said of Beckett, 'There was nothing I could do with the boy. He was too happy'. Although this is almost certainly apocryphal, it is one of the deepest remarks anyone has ever made about Beckett. Beckett's work is an antidepressant that works by returning us to what Freud called 'normal human misery' and giving us the courage to endure, to go on, and to go on with a wry and deeply human humour. It is the very antidote to nihilism. But Bion's alleged remark also opens up a can of psychoanalytic red herrings to accompany our aforementioned philosophical ruddy fish. Indeed, one may well want to interpret Beckett's syntax of weakness in psychoanalytic terms, as the pattern of affirmation and negation that is at the core of analytic experience, or rather the pattern of negation that the analyst seeks to interpret. Suggestion for room. This obviously cannot be O's room. It may be supposed it is his mother's room, which he has not visited for many years and is now to occupy momentarily, to look after the pets, until she comes out of hospital. This has no bearing on the film and need not be elucidated (Beckett 1986, 332 Perhaps in an ambulance, certainly a vehicle of some kind' (Beckett 1979, 9) . It was (Question: why would you go to your mother's room if you don't want to be perceived? There would seem to be an abundance of perception and self-perception in one's mother's room. Answer: in order to look after the pets as Beckett suggests in the above note?
Question: so, why does he kick out or cover up all the animals? Answer: to avoid the agony of perception by animals. Question: so, why is O going to his mother's room? Answer: perhaps O lives there now.
Question: is this of merely structural and dramatic convenience that has no bearing on the Film and need not be elucidated? Answer: doubtless). O then examines and destroys the photographs of his life, photographs that he has brought with him in a folder that also begins to perceive him with its two eyelets, which echo the two eye-like holes in the back of the rocking chair. O seeks to eliminate the past and escape into non-being. But, as we have already seen, this is impossible and we are glued ineluctably to ourselves in a way that we can seek to evade, but we cannot escape. To be riveted to the fact of a divided subjectivity is also to be riveted to the past.
The inescapability of self-perception is also that of a past that cannot be excised or extirpated.
Note the nature of the photographs in the closing scene of Film: 6 months, 4
years, 5 years, 20 years, 21 years, 25 years and then the aged monster of the antique face of Keaton. In the original project for Film, Beckett suggests 30 years old for this last image, whereas Keaton was more than twice that age at the time of the filming of Film.
With the sixth photograph, O pauses and touches his daughter's face with his forefinger.
It is hardly a huge movement, just a slight caress of the hand, yet it communicates both tenderness and transience in a way that is more powerful than any grand pathetic gesture. It also reminds us of a crucial aspect of Beckett's work with which I would like to
close, namely what Badiou calls its nostalgia for the past, a feeling of tender loss, of lost intimacy and lost time. Far from being some sort of abstract and cold modernist, Beckett's work is marked by an intensity of feeling, at times a sentimentality, for a past whose presence is gone, but which flickers and burns in a way that cannot be torn up in little pieces and thrown on the floor. What might one call this? In a word, saudade, which is a fascinating Portuguese word meaning longing, melancholy and nostalgia. At its core is the experience of an indolent, dreaming wistfulness, an existential lassitude or langour. One can experience saudade for someone, for something, or for somewhere that is dear to one. As such, saudade is a yearning for an impossible object, usually an object from the past, as in the above-quoted passage from Krapp's Last Tape. But Fernando Pessoa, whom Beckett read approvingly in 1969 while convalescing on the Canary Islands, fascinatingly speaks of saudade for the future, which has both an existential and a political significance in his writings. My point is that there is something of this saudade in Beckett's writing, turned towards past and future, a yearning for a lost past and a courageous hope for the future. The core of Beckett's work is not nihilism or dark despair, but an ethic of courage and continuation. One goes on. At that point, I will stop.
